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TIMING, RESULTS SERVICE &
DISTANCE MEASUREMENT BY

Nathan MAGUIRE (GBR)
800m Wheelchair Men
It was amazing. It was a nice crowd out today, it's exciting to get on it before the Commonwealth Games.
It's going to be so exciting to come back here for the Commonwealths, every single time you get to
represent your country it's so exciting. To do it an event that is integrated with able-bodied as well that is
even more important because it puts the para events at the forefront of people's minds and on their TV
screens which is exciting.
21.05.2022 12:08

David WEIR (GBR)
800m Wheelchair Men
It was entirely different to when I raced here many moons ago. The stadium is amazing - it feels really new.
It will bed in soon.
I am leaving straightaway for the Manchester 10k tomorrow so 800m today was like a sprint for me. It is so
good to see the Brits - Danny (Sidbury) and Nathan (Maguire) doing well.
I am 43 in a couple of weeks so I am starting to feel. We - Weir Archer - have two in the women´s race as
well. We are trying to build up at a grassroots level and encourage particpation and getting people fit.
Then they start knocking on the door of GB which makes me relly proud.
21.05.2022 12:08
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Danny SIDBURY (GBR)
800m Wheelchair Men
It was okay, it was very slow, very tactical, everyone was very cautious. I'm not really an 800 guy, I'm more
1500 and up. I knew I wasn't going to do that well. I'm disappointed not to have won but congratulations to
Nathan (Maguire) who deserved it.
I will be back here for Commonwealths and first impressions of the track and the stadium are good.
21.05.2022 12:13

Hannah COCKROFT (GBR)
400m Wheelchair Women
I actually felt quite nervous which is odd as I race with these girls every weekend but there is such a big
crowd today. I am so grateful for everyone for coming. After the silence of Tokyo it is so good to see and
hear the crowd and they are very loud here.
The Commonwealths aren´t long away. After this it is head down and get lots of training in for the home
Games.
It is very impüortant for me to race with different categories to challenge me and keep me focussed.
21.05.2022 12:16
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Mel WOODS (GBR)
400m Wheelchair Women
It's pretty windy out there and it's a totally new track so it was exciting to just get out there and see what
the track is like and obviously there is a crowd which is fantastic. It was good to hear people cheering, we
don't get that often, so it was pretty special hearing voices in the crowd.
Over the past couple of months I've done a couple of races to get the season started but it's going to be a
busy summer. The Commonwealths are my main aim for the season so it's good to be on the track and to be
one of the first athletes to compete on it.
21.05.2022 12:19

Adam DONNACHIE (GBR)
F55/57 Seated Shot Mixed
It feels amazing to be here and to have the seated shot put on the programme is so good. It was a good win.
It was just under my PB but with all the emotions out there of the new stadium and crowd I am happy with
that. I have never competed in such a big crowd so it was very exciting.
I will keep working for my next two competitions in Scotland.
21.05.2022 12:21
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William BATTERSHILL (GBR)
3000m Steeplechase Men
I can´t believe how many people are already here as we were one of the first races on the track. It is fab that
they have come and want to see all the events not just Diamond League. It shows the popularity of
athletics.
It felt great out there. The assisted lights were so cool and Mark (Pearce) was pacing really well. It was
great to be so close to the European standard but today I was just so pleased to be racing and to take the
win was such a bonus.
21.05.2022 12:32

BOFFEY, Isabelle (GBR)
800m Women B Race
The track and atmosphere is insane. The crowd in the UK is so supportive and they really know their stuff.
The track is quick.
I felt good then but I need to nail a few more race tactics to get that PB but it is early in the season.
I am based in Birmingham so it is so exciting to have this Stadium here and to have the Commonwealth
Games in the city is going to be incredible.
21.05.2022 12:38
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Zoey CLARK (GBR)
400m Women
The track felt nice but my goodness to have a crowd again felt wonderful. The atmosphere was unreal. To
have Robbie (Grabarz) get his medal just before gave me such a boost so I felt great as I started.
I have not had the best preparation this week so I just wanted to execute the race well which I think I did.
I am going to have a couple of weeks off to recover now then get back to solid training and hope to sneak in
a couple of 100 and 200m races in to work on my speed.
It is a busy summer and I want to be part of it all. The Worlds are my target but having had a taste of
competing here I definitely want to be back and part of Team Scotland in the summer.
21.05.2022 12:54

Ama PIPI (GBR)
400m Women
I felt strong, but not as quick over the lap as I want to be. The track seemed pretty fast. For me, it's about
keep racing myself into shape and hopefully getting faster times.
21.05.2022 12:58

Zac SHAW (GBR)
100m Ambulant Men
I felt very relaxed out there. It was incredibly close out there but Thomas (Young) ran well again.
I have had an emotional week as my mum found out yesterday she was cancer free after a year of
treatment. I have found it hard competing with all this going on but today I could really be relaxed.
The rivalry between us all is incredible but we really help one another as well. It will be amazing to come
back here for the Commonwealth Games.
21.05.2022 13:05
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Thomas YOUNG (GBR)
100m Ambulant Men
The race felt so good, I got out quite strong, I knew Zac (Shaw) was going to be there chasing me. He's a
great athlete and a great person and I love racing against him.
Of course, winning is always nice but I'm just really happy to come here to this brand new fantastic stadium
get the win. It's amazing to have para athletics at the Diamond League so a huge thank you to the
organisers and British Athletics.
The track feels so good. I'm one hundredth off my personal best, which is a season's best. I ran quicker here
than what I did in Dubai so to get a season's best at this new stadium is amazing.
21.05.2022 13:06

Sophie HAHN (GBR)
100m Ambulant Women
I am pleased with how the race went and feel my season is moving in the right direction.
It did feel a bit windy at the start. Training is going well and I am aiming to peak for the Commonwealth
Games. I have a Paris Grand Prix next.
I don´t usually get nervous but coming today I did and I think it was becasue of the excitement.
21.05.2022 13:15
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Ben PATTISON (GBR)
800m Men B Race
It was a huge domestic field so these are the boys I will be competing with for the Worlds, Commies
(Commonwealths) and Europeans so I thought it was important to go for the win. It wasn't a quick race so it
was good to test if I can use a change of pace and test my speed. I was in a good position with 200 to go
when Kyle (Langford) came past so I thought let's go with him. I felt pleased to get that gap behind me.
My coach never goes into too much detail as you never know how an 800 is going to go. I have a good
racing brain so no need to force a time in a big head to head. I am in good endurance shape so I am going to
Poznan to test myself out at 1k which I have never ran before so that will be interesting.

21.05.2022 13:29

Khamica BINGHAM (CAN)
100m Women B Race
I think the time could have always been faster but what I'm really pleased about is my execution, just going
out there being aggressive but also staying relaxed. It was fun to be out there.
21.05.2022 13:40
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Jeremiah AZU (GBR)
100m Men B Race
I wanted to run a PB today but unfortunately the wind changed to a -0.5 so I am pleased with that today. I
am in a better place than when I raced two weeks ago.
I knew I could win the race and I hadn't realised quite how close he (Aaron Brown) was behind me.
I really want that Welsh record in this stadium if I can at the Commonwealths. I am looking forward to
putting on the Welsh vest. It was good to experience the stadium ahead of the Games. I run in Bydgoczsz
and hope to run even faster.
The British Champs will be hot and I think it will take sub-10 to win it as there are so many men in great
shape at the moment. Of course it may depend on the Manchester weather.
21.05.2022 13:42

Joseph BRIER (GBR)
400m Men B Race
It was a tough one. Today I just wanted to get the win and it was a bit windy so I'm really happy to get the
win.
My coach and I have been working on my last 120, I'm developing it, so the last 100 I just focused on that,
not thinking about anyone else around me and just drive to the line.
I'm off to Belgium next week to run in a couple of meets over there so hopefully a nice track and nice
conditions it (European Championship standard) will come.
21.05.2022 13:54
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Lina NIELSEN (GBR)
400m Hurdles Women
The race was a little bit tricky as it was quite windy but it is so special to be in the stadium. It wasn't as fast
as you might expect for a Diamond League because of the wind but it was so much fun. As I came off that
final hurdle the crowd noise was phenomenal and I found extra speed I didn't know I had.
I am so looking forward to this summer after the heartbreak of last year. It is what is driving me forward. I
am being greedy and want to do all three champs as I have never done a a major champs before. I am in
good shape and just need to stay healthy.

21.05.2022 14:10

Viktoriya TKACHUK (UKR)
400m Hurdles Women
It was a new feeling after long preparation for the season. I had a lot of emotion coming to this competition
because I want to support my country, I want to show to all the world that we are a strong country and I
want to support my family and my country.
For me, it was important to compete because it was so hard to train when my family are in a dangerous
place. But I am happy to help visibility and be here because our soldiers, our people protect our country and
I am proud of my country.
For the start of the season, the time was okay for me. I had some errors, some mistakes with my rhythmic
so I will work with my coach to see what we can do ahead of the championships later in the summer.
21.05.2022 14:11
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Dalilah MUHAMMAD (USA)
400m Hurdles Women
I gave it all I had in the race but it wasn´t the best but I cannot be too disappointed with the win. I really
wanted to get the best out of the race that I could. Sometimes it is hard if you are the favourite ad you can
play it safe but today I thought I am not going to play it safe I am going to try something else. So I really
worked hard for the win out there.
It wasn't 100% according to plan but I am very happy overall. Preparation has gone well and I feel I can go
faster. The focus starts to move now to the US championships.

21.05.2022 14:17

Anna RYZHYKOVA (UKR)
400m Hurdles Women
I'm pretty happy with that performance but not so much with the mistakes and I hope next time I will be
better. But I'm really happy with third and really happy to be here, it was a pleasure for me to race with the
support of the crowd. They gave me so much applause and I want to thank the crowd and Great Britain for
all their support for Ukraine.
It is very hard mentally because I am checking the news and calling my parents, my husband, my family who
live in Ukraine. It is a pleasure to be part of the Diamond League and it is a really important to me that I am
here and trying to do my best for my country.
21.05.2022 14:21
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Sandra PERKOVIC (CRO)
Discus Throw Women
It was great out there today. The circle is good. It is lovely to be back in the UK - I love it, either London or
Birmingham. It is my first competition outside my home country so really pleased with a season's best.
The season is long with lots of goals so I am aware that I am second here but there is time for me to catch
Valarie (Allman) over the season.
I am still searching for good form as it is early in the season so hence I get some no throws and working hard
on my technique. But I am happy overall and look forward to Eugene.

21.05.2022 14:26

Valarie ALLMAN (USA)
Discus Throw Women
Diamond League is critical to me this season. Going up against the best can help you find your footing
before a major championships which makes it easier to execute and focus on yourself.
These last few weeks have been very exciting and it's given me a lot of confidence going into this year.
Having the Championships at home has been very motivating and I really want that competition with my
family being there.
It's always exciting when you get to that point when you have international competitions. This is my first
one overseas and it always takes a bit to get back to it after a long flight but it's what I need to keep pushing
to be better.
It's been a few years since I've been to Birmingham and I am in awe of the facility, the crowd, everything, it
is incredible and I can't wait to come back again.
21.05.2022 14:33
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Laura MUIR (GBR)
1500m Women
To come here and win in my first race of the season I am really really happy. The win was more important
than the time in my first race especially as it was quite windy out there. It was solid and running from the
front too.
I am looking forward to egtting my first sub 4 this year but happy to nail the World Champs standard early
in the season.
I want to do all three championships this year.
There were no natural front runners in the race so I thought I nedded to be prepared to take it out.

21.05.2022 14:38

Yohan BLAKE (JAM)
100m Men
I think I took it too easy at the end and didn't see the guy in lane 8. I was focussed forward. It was
challenging becasue it was cold. The two false starts were tough but I am used to dealing with these things.
I am feeling good after coming back. I want to stay hard to beat and move from being second fastest in the
world to be fastest. I have been here before and I am used to the pressure.
I am looking forward to the trials and getting back to my best and challenging the American top sprinters. I
have done it before and can do it again.

21.05.2022 14:46
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Aaron BROWN (CAN)
100m Men
I'm glad I won this one and not the first one if I had to choose! I felt good. My plan today was to get a
training day in. I have another race to run in the relay so three runs in one Diamond League is a record for
me but I love it. I'm just trying to get the work in and get ready for the World Champs.
Originally I was just coming to do the relay and then it just so happened I asked to get in the 100 and they
only put me in the B race and then the A race opened up so I did all three and it paid off.
21.05.2022 14:47

Django LOVETT (CAN)
High Jump Men
I am definitely content with that - to pick up the scalp of Gianmarco (Tamberi) is a great start to the season
for me. To come away with the win at a Diamond League doesn't happen too often but I still think I could
jump higher. I am not denying it is special to beat him as I know what he is capable of but I know my
abilities and I am confident coming into the competition especially after third last week.
It is going to be a long season so I am pleased with 2.28m I am not going to sit on it. My plan now is to go
home and get in shape for the prepare for the world champs but the Diamond Leagues are vey important to
me as there is always a great field.
At any champs my aim is to get on the podium and that will be the case at the Worlds and I am pushing
towards that.
21.05.2022 14:55
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Jessica HULL (AUS)
1500m Women
It went the best way possible. I was really hoping the race was going to get after it. With the conditions, I
thought there was a chance that it might turn tactical so I was very excited when I saw Laura (Muir) take it
from the gun.
I am kind of surprised we ended up being clear out front, just the two of us. It's so exciting running with
Laura, hearing the crowd getting excited and making some noise. It was the best experience possible in the
new stadium especially having an athlete who is their pride and joy in Laura Muir out there on the track
with me.
21.05.2022 14:58

Gianmarco TAMBERI (ITA)
High Jump Men
It wasn't the best competition, but not the worst. After Doha, I just tried to restart today. I fixed some
things, the technical aspect, but we still have to work a lot because when I try to jump higher to push more I
do more mistakes so it is not a good condition to compete at the moment but competition helps.
The conditions are totally different compared to Doha, going from 35 degrees to 17 today, but I'm just
going to keep working and I'm going to be back competing again next weekend.
21.05.2022 15:08
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Marco AROP (CAN)
800m Men
I did exactly what I planned today, I was in race mode and am very happy with the way the race went. I
knew coming into the race it wouldn´t be easy but we are all fresh at this time of the year so I tried to stay
out of trouble. I did a hard training session yesterday so wasn´t sure how the body would respond but it
turned out pretty well and I am excited going forward. It is good to reflect back to back racing.
I am going to take a short break now and focus on the champs. It looks wide open so I am certainly aiming
for podium.

21.05.2022 15:11
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Matthew HUDSON-SMITH (GBR)
400m Men
It is everything for me this year. It is my home town, my club, a new stadium and a home champs so I really
want it to be my year. Everything is coming together so I am really happy.
I needed to change and I am with a new coach and training in a new environment in the US and training with
the Olympic and Commonwealth champion.
I just wanted the win today and then I'll concentrate on the times. No-one remembers times at champs but
you know the winners.
I always thought I could come back but it is great to actually prove it.
I want to do all three champs in both individual and relays. We are working hardas team and things are
looking good. I can't wait to be able to compete here at the Commonwealths in front of my family and
friends.

21.05.2022 15:20

Shericka JACKSON (JAM)
100m Women
It was actually a good race. I never get the start I wanted but it's all work in progress and I'm definitely
happy.
This is not my type of weather but it's my job when I'm competing and I just came here focused on what I
needed to do.
The track feels good. It's the first time coming out here and it's good ahead of the Commonwealths.
21.05.2022 15:21
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Dina ASHER-SMITH (GBR)
100m Women
It's my first 100 of the season, it's a long season so we're easing our way into it and it was good.
There was a very strong field, I could have done a few things differently if I am being picky but I'm very
happy to win in this temperature and against this field.
Being British I wanted to come to Birmingham in this beautiful new stadium and put on show. When other
girls are three or four races done, you are like 'I hope my opener is sharp enough to beat everybody' and it
was so all good.
21.05.2022 15:31

Kahmari MONTGOMERY (USA)
400m Men
It was a good race but it was pretty windy out there. I didn´t fully execute as I had planned but it was ok. I
needed to really push on that final straight.
The bend was tough so I have more to work on there. I am going home now to train hard and prepare for
the Champs and sort out my hair!
21.05.2022 15:34

Bryce DEADMON (USA)
400m Men
It was my first Diamond League race so it was really exciting, it was a really good experience, I enjoyed it.
I executed the race as good as well as I possibly could but it didn't quite turn out how I wanted it to.
We're training and preparing as best as we can and the goal is trying to get on the US World Champs team
which would be huge for me.
21.05.2022 15:41
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Dawit SEYAUM (ETH)
5000m Women
It was a fast race, so I am very happy with the time. Thank you to God that I won.
21.05.2022 15:46

Sandi MORRIS (USA)
Pole Vault Women
I was pleased to get that as it is always hard to come and perform 48 hours after getting off the plane but
that is all part of our job. We have to shake it off and get going. It took me a couple of rounds to get my
rhythm going but I kept going and focussed on the execution of each jump and I knew if I could get a good
take off then I knew I could get through. By two or three rounds in I was feeling confident.
It is great to be here and competing with all the other vaulters as we are all such a great team. I was at
university with Katerina (Stefanidi) and so it is lovely to compete with her and Katie (Nageotte) and Holly
(Bradshaw) of course.

21.05.2022 15:52
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Jessica JUDD (GBR)
5000m Women
I feel like it's just sort of clicking. I'm probably more sensible now than I was a couple of years ago, I don't try
and bury myself quite as much in training. I've got my fiance Rob to thank for that because he holds me back
and my Dad has been great because he sets the right sessions. I just leave it to him now and just turn up and
race and then see what he has to say.
I was so happy with it (winning 10,000m at the Night of the 10k PBs last weekend) but it was a weird
position to be in because I knew I was in this and I thought I really want to celebrate but I got back into a
session on Tuesday and just tried to get my legs going which was hard. But after that I haven't really done a
lot so I held on the best I could.
I think that is the closest I've been to the front. I think I really learned a lot at the Olympics, even though I
didn't make the final being there just gave me confidence.

21.05.2022 15:54

Katerina STEFANIDI (GRE)

I am happy with my performance as I am gradually getting back my rhythm. Today I felt I had it then lost it
but got it back which is good to know. I am progressing well and early in the season that is the most
important thing. I am getting more confident. The hold on the poles is getting better.
The wind was a little switchy - it was the changing wind rather than how strong it is. But it is definitely
better than it used to be in this stadium now there are two full stands to protect us.
I will compete in Greece if the conditions are right before Rabat Diamond League but, of course, the main
focus is Eugene for the World Champs.
21.05.2022 16:03
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Keely HODGKINSON (GBR)
800m Women
It felt good out there today, I felt strong and I really enjoyed it. I was pleased with the time for my outdoor
opener. It was a bit windy.
I could see Goule out the corner of my eye getting close to me on the final straight but I felt in control and
was able to wind it up a bit right to the end.
The atmosphere was very special with so much support for the British athletes out there. It is lovely for us
to have that support. I am heading to Pre now and expecting a big battle but it will be a great expereince
for me.
21.05.2022 16:12

Malaika MIHAMBO (GER)
Long Jump Women
It was really good. It was my season opener so I didn't have too much expectation. I was really, really happy
with it.
I'm feeling really happy because it seems like we're on the right way. I have had some struggles with my
approach for the last two years so it's nice to be back now and I feel at least as good as 2019 when I
dominated. I think's a really good start and I'm really looking forward to the next competition.
21.05.2022 16:15
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Lorraine UGEN (GBR)
Long Jump Women
I am just happy to continue to get seasons best and I'm hoping to continue to improve at each competition I
do. This is the second one of the outdoor season so I am still warming up into it but hopefully as the season
progresses I will get deeper and further into the pit.
I really enjoyed today especially with a home crowd, a brand spanking new stadium, it was really lovely out
here today.
It was definitely a heavy field, great competitors. Obviously Malaika (Mihambo) jumped over seven metres
which is always a fantastic place to be and hopefully we can continue that rivalry going into the World
Championships.

21.05.2022 16:18

Hansle PARCHMENT (JAM)
110m Hurdles Men
As Olympic champions, I do not feel any pressure but I just tried to execute my own race but also to feel
less tense and help others to relax. I am pleased with a world lead but it is very early in the season so you
can´t read too much into at the moment.
It is awesome to have my compatriots here and we can talk to each other and have some fun. We are all
teammates and we will be looking for a 1-2-3 at the world championships.
It was a great turnout here, more than I expected, and there will be even more here at the Commonwealth
Games with perhaps more Jamaicans making some noise and bringing their own vibes!
Now I am concentrating on the trials so I will take a break to prepare.
21.05.2022 16:21
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Maryna BEKH-ROMANCHUK (UKR)
Long Jump Women
Today feels so so good, I always want to jump more and I feel like I can and I hope next time I can.
Now is a very crazy time. I have spent the last few months in Europe, I have hopes and dreams, but for now
it is not possible for me to go home now the competition season has started.
I want to jump in triple jump and long jump at the World Championships and European Championships.
21.05.2022 16:28

Omar McLEOD (JAM)
110m Hurdles Men
It was a season´s best so that is good although it wasn't the cleanest of races to be honest.
I am very happy for us both (Hansle Parchment) to get these results and push each other harder, keep
building and try and get faster with every race. It is a fast track for sure so I am alreday looking forward to
coming back for a fast time at the Commonwealths.
I am off to Oslo so will look for a good time there. I must keep working hard.
21.05.2022 16:30
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Kristjan CEH (SLO)
Discus Throw Men
Well that was totally unexpected - to get a world lead, national record, meeting record and Diamond
League record is amazing. In the warm-up I wasn´t in great shape, I missed all my throws and they all went
to the left but once the competition started it all came together. The conditions were great today.
This is my first goal of the season - to get a PB so now I need to raise the bar of my goals.
I have a few more competitions, all the Diamond League plus some in Slovenia throughout the season but
the World Champs are my focus.

21.05.2022 16:38

Sophie COOK (GBR)

We've had really good prep going into it and to get a spot on Wednesday I was just really excited. It was a
bit nerve racking because it was a high opening bar for me but it went really smooth and I'm really happy.
We've had a really consistent block of training which has been perfect and then to make my first Diamond
League appearance in my hometown has been fantastic.
21.05.2022 16:41
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Daniel STÅHL (SWE)
Discus Throw Men
It was a thrilling competition with a lovely atmosphere here. It wasn´t such a good one for me so I need to
talk to my coach and see what went wrong. But I am glad for the other guys as it is always good to be
challenged.
But I have to move on, work hard and my next Diamond League will be Rabat then Stockholm and Rome. I
always need to focus on qualifying before I consider distances or podium chances.
21.05.2022 16:44

Renelle LAMOTE (FRA)
800m Women
I was happy because it was my first race of the season and that's my first time in Diamond League so I am so
happy and I think I can believe in me for the rest of the season. It's my best opener ever, I'm so happy.
21.05.2022 16:49

Natoya GOULE (JAM)
800m Women
I am ok with third although in the circumstances I tried hard and of course wanted better but the wind was
hard. I will carry on with the Diamond League circuit but the real focus is Eugene.
Each year I work harder and harder and I am just hoping this is my time.
21.05.2022 16:51
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Men Canada (CAN)
4x100m Relay Men
Aaron Brown - It was cramping up as it was my third race of the day. I didn´t see the Brits drop the baton
but I am so pleased we came through and got the win. We really came together well and competed well.
We were on the Olympic podium and we want to do one better this year.
21.05.2022 17:01

Oliver HOARE (AUS)
1500m Men
It was interesting, I didn't know how it was going to play out. For me, the aim was to try and get out clear
and try and get to the front. It became more of a different take to my plans because I thought Kipsang
would go for it but at the end of the day it kind of slowed down a little bit near the end and he pushed
through with a good close.
For me, it's that last 100 that I need to work on to be more competitive against those two top guys who are
absolute class. The race turned out pretty well but obviously I would have liked to have won it.
21.05.2022 17:02

Women Great Britain & NI 1 (GBR)

I was happy with top three in a top quality field today placing behind two medallists. I really thought I could
win it and I am chasing a PB but I am running consistently and that is important as we head towards three
championships this summer.
It is great to be in Birmingham and experience what the Commonwealths will be like.
The track felt good and I really like it. We have warmed it up a bit.
21.05.2022 17:08
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Abel KIPSANG (KEN)

I was happy to win today. The track was nice. I was really pleased with my performance.
21.05.2022 17:13

Women Great Britain & NI 1 (GBR)
4x100m Relay Women
On individual and relay races, Dina Asher-Smith said: It was heart warming to hear everybody shout and
cheer. The race was tricky and it was my season opener and I did make a few mistakes. I does take me a few
races to get into my racing and at full focus. But despite the mistakes I was able to win so I am happy.
Three Championships this year, I think it is going to be a very unique year summer for this athletes. I'm
excited to put my best foot forwards. I'm not a circuit type of runner, my main focus is the Championships,
that has always been my focus since I was really young.
Daryll Neita said: We are really pushing for the gold now. We are working hard as a team, so it's great to
see it pay off today. It helps us know where we can work on but we are moving in the right direction.
21.05.2022 17:19

Daryll NEITA (GBR)
100m Women
I was happy to be top three in such a top quality field but I think I could have won that race. I am chasing my
PB but I am in good place. I am super excited.
The track felt good and I really like it.
21.05.2022 17:24
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